Design Winter a Tail from Upcycled Materials

Hanger Clinic Inc. designed Winter’s prosthetic tail. There were many early designs before they created the perfect tail for Winter! Use some of Winter’s early prosthetic tails pictured below as inspiration and design your very own Winter’s Tail using upcycled materials. Upcycling is when you reuse objects or materials found in your home to create a new product.

Materials that can be used:

- Toilet paper rolls OR Paper towel rolls
- Markers, crayons, colored pencils
- Tape or glue
- Construction paper
- Cardboard
- Soda bottles
- It is your design, so be as creative as you want!

Winter has had over 30 different tails since she continues to grow. Here is her most current tail that she wears for physical therapy for about 45min a day.